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Abstract
Periodically, articles reporting research on student ratings of instruction (SRI), aka student
evaluations of teaching, appear in the higher-education press. This literature often
summarizes studies that challenge the validity and reliability of SRI. However, before
drawing a conclusion about a quantitative study touted in the media, readers should
evaluate both the credibility and generalizability of the primary source. In this paper, the
authors review one set of criteria that aids in such evaluation—David Krathwohl’s (2009)
judgments about (a) internal validity or linking power; and (b) external validity or generalizing
power. Internal validity is the extent to which a study demonstrates that its investigated
variables are linked in a relationship. External validity is how well a study establishes that its
findings are generalizable. Applying such criteria can prevent biased takeaways created
from merely reading a news article without assessing the quality of the research paper it
summarizes.
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Periodically, articles reporting research on student
ratings of instruction (SRI), aka student evaluations of
teaching, appear in the higher-education press (e.g.,
Bunge, 2018; Falkoff, 2018; Flaherty, 2016;
Lawrence, 2018). This literature often cites studies
that challenge the validity and reliability of SRI.
However, before drawing a conclusion from a
quantitative study touted in the media, readers should
apply established research standards to evaluate
both the credibility and generalizability of the primary
source. In this paper, we review one set of criteria that
aids in such evaluation—David Krathwohl’s judgments
about internal validity, or linking power; and external
validity, or generalizing power (2009). Internal validity
is the extent to which a researcher demonstrates that
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the investigated variables are linked in a relationship.
Judgments about internal validity include explanation
credibility, translation validity, demonstrated result,
and the elimination of rival explanations. External
validity is how well a study establishes that its findings
are generalizable. Judgments about external validity
focus on explanation generality, translation generality,
demonstrated generality, and the elimination of
restrictive explanations. We then explain how these
judgments build conceptual and empirical support in
the chain of reasoning that reinforces a study’s
credibility and generalization. Applying such criteria
can prevent biased takeaways created from merely
reading a news article without assessing the quality of
the research paper it summarizes.

Krathwohl’s Judgments About Internal Validity
Internal validity concerns the linking power of a study—
its ability to create a consensus that the investigated
variables are interrelated. Krathwohl (2009) uses the
term linking power because Campbell and Stanley’s
original definition of internal validity (1963) was limited
to the control of confounding variables and did not
account for judgments about how well a study’s
explanation and rationale were linked with the
credibility of its results. Similar to Campbell and
Stanley’s original definition, internal validity reduces
the uncertainty that a relationship exists between the
variables that are being investigated. Readers should
therefore look for elements in the research design that
either add to or lessen that uncertainty.

Conceptual Evidence

Conceptual evidence, the first element that bolsters
internal validity, entails the researcher’s justification
for the study: connecting it to theory and previous
research. When presented well, conceptual evidence
lays solid groundwork for the study and helps
distinguish chance results from those that more
logically relate to it. Readers would know, for example,
that if teachers whose astronomical sign is Gemini
received the highest SRI scores, this result would
most likely have occurred by chance, because it has
no conceptual support. As shown in Table 1,
conceptual evidence is reinforced by explanation
credibility and translation validity.

Table 1
Judgments Supporting Internal Validity and External Validity
______________________________________________________________________________
Type of evidence
Internal validity
External validity
______________________________________________________________________________
Conceptual
Explanation credibility
Explanation generality
Empirical

Translation validity

Translation generality

Demonstrated result

Demonstrated generality

Rival explanations eliminated Restrictive explanations eliminated
Final judgment

Credible result

Replicable result

______________________________________________________________________________

Explanation Credibility

Explanation credibility concerns a judgment about
how effectively the author has provided a rationale for
the study. This first verdict is critical if one is to be
convinced to read on and consider the possibility that
the proposed hypothesis could be supported by the
data. The research questions and hypotheses should
follow logically from previous studies and theory. Are
we convinced that the research question was worth
pursuing and that there could possibly be a
relationship or causal link between the investigated
variables? If the explanation of the study’s relevance
is sound, we are open to exploring whether the data
support the proposed relationships.
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For example, Sohr-Preston and colleagues (SohrPreston, Boswell, McCaleb, & Robertson, 2016)
examined potential sources of bias in interpreting and
posting comments on RateMyProfessor.com
(RPM.com). They began by devoting several
paragraphs to the pros and cons of RMP.com. Even
though RMP.com suffers from several validity issues
(e.g., ratings can be posted by anyone, whether
enrolled in a given professor’s course or not), the
authors made a convincing case that RMP.com was
worthy of investigation. Some students rely on it when
deciding which classes to take because it is the only
such widely available public resource. Moreover, the
authors cited studies that indicate that RMP.com
influences student expectations and motivation,

actual ratings of instructors, and in-class behaviors,
as well as college rankings, faculty promotion, hiring
decisions, and faculty affect and self-efficacy. After
reading Sohr-Preston et al.’s introduction, most
readers would probably be convinced that the study
was worth doing.
In contrast, Carrell and West (2010) were less
convincing in making the case for investigating the
utility of a value-added approach to teacher
evaluation. They made unsubstantiated claims that
teachers (a) “can influence [student evaluations] in
ways that may reduce actual student learning” and (b)
“can inflate grades or reduce academic content to
elevate student evaluations” (p. 410). No citations
were provided to back such allegations. The authors
presented them as if they were irrefutable facts. And
yet nothing in the article even addressed, let alone
supported, those claims. It raises the question, then,
whether the point of the investigation was to
objectively assess the value-added approach to
evaluation or to “take on” SRI. At the outset, the
reader might wonder whether the authors would be
likely to consider rival explanations for any significant
findings.
An assessment of explanation credibility is thus a
judgment of how solid the author’s rationale for the
study and how plausible any proposed relationships
really are. If the explanation is convincing, the reader
is ready to examine how the study is translated and
operationalized in the procedures.

Translation Validity

Translation validity is a judgment of whether the
research design and methods are faithful to the
study’s purpose. Has the investigation been carried
out in a manner consistent with the proposed
examination of the hypothesized relationships? To
assess translation validity, Krathwohl (2009)
recommends that readers ask six questions about the
research methods: Who? Where? Why (the cause)?
What (the effect)? How? And when?
One should first ask, “Who were the study’s
participants, and were they appropriate for the
research question?” Readers might reason that any
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inquiry into SRI should be conducted on actual college
students. The vast majority of investigations probably
are. Certainly, for the purposes of external validity,
participants should be as similar as possible to the
population being targeted for generalization. But with
respect to internal validity, participants can be any
group to which the research question would apply
(Krathwohl, 2009). In investigating ways that teaching
evaluations are misinterpreted, Boysen and
colleagues (Boysen, Kelly, Raesly, & Casner, 2014),
for example, appropriately surveyed university faculty
and department heads.
As another example, suppose a researcher wanted to
investigate whether gender bias was reflected in first
impressions of an instructor. Photos of bogus
instructors, differing by gender (the cause), could be
shown to a sample of participants, who would then be
asked to rate the instructor on various qualities (the
effect). Participants would not necessarily have to be
actual college students. They would just need to be
individuals who potentially could be susceptible to
gender bias.
Also relevant is the question of “where” the study was
conducted. Most SRI research is probably done on
data collected from students completing instruments
in either an actual classroom or a Web-based
environment. Again, for the purposes of external
validity, this makes good sense. However, even
though the classroom preserves a study’s ecological
validity, there are many uncontrolled factors (e.g.,
distractions, time limits, instructor presence) that
might undermine internal validity. The key issue, then,
is whether the phenomenon under study could
potentially be displayed in the chosen setting
(Krathwohl, 2009). Returning to the hypothetical
example of gender bias in student first impressions,
data could be collected outside the regular classroom,
in a setting where the researcher could standardize
the procedures for viewing and responding to the
photos.
Readers should next ask “why” the proposed cause
would be expected to occur. What would supposedly
cause the effect to be observed? In the example of
the instructor first-impression study, the author would

first need to convince us that the possibility of gender
bias exists and, second, that the manipulation of the
bogus professor descriptions is credible. The research
procedures would also need to be standardized
across all participants, thereby making the process
almost identical for all. If not, threats to internal
validity could creep in, raising doubts about whether
something other than gender bias caused any
observed effects.
The observations or measures are the “what” of the
study, or the means for showing that the effect
occurred. Specifically, one should ask whether the
instruments or observations were psychometrically
sound; that is, backed by reliability and validity
evidence. Also, was more than one method of
gathering data employed (e.g., quantitative and
qualitative)? Was more than one measure or
observation used for each method? Although
triangulation of data can be an advantage, using a
single measure is not necessarily a weakness if it can
be theoretically and empirically defended. When it
cannot be, however, internal validity is compromised.
For example, in a study intended to investigate
instructor-gender bias in SRI, Boring and colleagues
(Boring, Ottoboni, & Stark, 2016) used separate SRI
instruments to survey students in France and the
United States. However, the article’s method section
was ambiguous about what those instruments
actually measured. Regarding the French SRI, the
authors reported only that it included both closed- and
open-ended questions; they provided no details about
the actual items. In addition, evidence of reliability
and validity was offered for neither the SRI nor a final
exam designed to measure student learning.
Therefore, readers could not know what was actually
being measured and correlated with gender. To their
credit, the authors did provide relatively more
information about the instrument in the U.S. sample.
Still, they offered no empirical support for the SRI’s
validity or reliability. To read a more elaborate critique
of this article, see Ryalls, Benton, Barr, and Li (2016).
Next, if the hypothesized relationship is supported,
one needs to ask “how” it occurred. It helps if the
effect appears when the cause is present but
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disappears when the cause is absent. For example, in
the Sohr-Preston et al. study (2016), college students
were randomly assigned to read one of four different
versions of a bogus professor’s online SRI
summaries, modeled on RateMyProfessor.com.
They were then asked to complete ratings of the
professor’s dedication, attractiveness,
enhancement, fairness, and clarity. The four
descriptions of bogus professors contained the
same content except for the identity of the
professor, who was described as either (a) a woman
with a chili pepper, intended to indicate “hotness”;
(b) a woman with no chili pepper; (c) a man with a
chili pepper; or (d) a man with no chili pepper.
Because participants were randomly assigned to the
gender and “hotness” conditions prior to completing
ratings, precedence of the cause (i.e., “perceived
hotness”) to the effect (ratings of the professor) was
established.
The final question pertaining to translation validity
concerns “when” the procedures occurred. Was
enough detail provided to remove any ambiguity
about that? For example, if an SRI instrument was
administered, when did that occur? During class? On
students’ own time? Before or after the final exam? If
comparisons were made between different groups,
were measures collected on or around the same day
across all conditions?
The importance of answering questions related to
translation validity cannot be over-emphasized.
Weaknesses in research are usually related to
shortcomings in how the study was conducted or how
the data were collected and analyzed. If the research
question and hypothesis have not been adequately
translated and credibly carried out, the authors end
up doing a different study than the one that they
intended. Moreover, if the gap between intention and
translation is wide enough, the empirical evidence
collected is irrelevant. For instance, although SohrPreston et al. (2016) established a credible rationale
for investigating RMP.com postings, they did not
actually analyze them. Instead they created proxies of
RMP.com, using online scenarios for students to rate
bogus professors who varied by gender and
attractiveness. Because the study became more

about investigating bias in SRI than about RMP.com,
Sohr-Preston et al. fell short of translation validity.

Empirical Evidence

Empirical evidence, the second major component
underlying internal validity, is built through proper
research design and data analyses that demonstrate
the predicted result. The researcher must make a
convincing argument that the hypothesized
relationship actually occurred under certain
conditions. Two factors strengthen empirical
evidence: demonstrated result and the elimination of
rival explanations.

Demonstrated Result
Three attributes are particularly salient in deciding
whether the hypothesized result has been
demonstrated: authenticity of the evidence,
precedence of cause, and presence of effect
(Krathwohl, 2009).
Authenticity of the evidence concerns whether the
data collected were what they purported to be. If an
SRI was used, what did it actually measure? Is there
any evidence that it assessed student perceptions of
either teaching effectiveness or course quality? What
is known about the individual questions? Has
evidence of reliability and validity been presented?
Buchert and colleagues (Buchert, Laws, Apperson, &
Bregman, 2008), for instance, examined the effects of
instructor reputation versus first impressions on a
locally developed SRI. Students completed an SRI
survey either before the first class, to assess their
perceptions of the instructor’s reputation, or within
the first two weeks of the class, to gauge their first
impressions of the instructor. The SRI was
administered again to all students at the end of the
term. The authors published each of the 18 SRI
survey items, enabling readers to make judgments
about face validity. However, they did not present
information about the instrument’s reliability.
Therefore, the amount of measurement error found in
the comparisons of ratings collected at various times
during the course is unknowable.
Precedence of cause means that any manipulation
(i.e., the cause) must precede, or be concomitant
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with, the effect; not the reverse. As described
previously, in the first part of the Sohr-Preston et al.
study (2016), precedence of the cause (i.e., chili
pepper vs. no chili pepper) was established, because
students were randomly assigned to conditions where
they first read the description of the bogus professor
and then completed the ratings. In the second part of
the study, the same students were asked to rate
their current instructor’s teaching performance and
report his or her gender and perceived “hotness.”
Precedence of cause would be more difficult to
demonstrate in the natural situation of rating their
actual professor, because students may have had
various reasons for their ratings based on experience,
rather than on instructor gender or his or her
perceived “hotness.”
Presence of effect is not always easily detectable in
the social and behavioral sciences compared to the
biological and physical sciences, and measurements
are typically less reliable (Tobias, 1976). Assessing
student perceptions of teaching quality is not as
precise as measuring heart rate. Consequently, a
small effect in the hypothesized direction may occur
by chance, due to sampling or measurement error.
Statistics enable researchers to estimate the
probability of a particular score occurring, which aids
in decision making. However, one should carefully
evaluate how the data were analyzed and interpreted.
Was the analysis appropriate for the methods
employed and hypotheses being tested? For example,
was an appropriate significance level set? In a study
of statistical errors in psychology journals, 63% of the
articles examined contained at least one incorrect p
value, and 20% of those would have affected
decisions about statistical significance (Veldkamp,
Nuijten, Dominquez-Alvarez, van Assen, & Wicherts,
2014). If the results are significant, readers should
also assess whether they are meaningful or trivial. Did
the author make too much of too little? Or could the
results potentially have implications for decision
making? Was a measure of effect size reported, such
as eta-squared or Cohen’s d (1988)? Cohen
considered effect sizes approximating .20 (1/5
standard deviation) as small, .50 as medium, and .80
as large. If an effect size was not reported, readers
may be able to compute one themselves, depending

on the statistics reported in the article.
To summarize, then, a demonstrated result surfaces
when (a) the measures or observations are accurate
and reliable, (b) there is precedence or concurrence of
the cause, and (c) appropriate analyses (quantitative
or qualitative) are employed. Even so, the researcher
must consider alternative explanations for the results.

Rival Explanations Eliminated

Another aspect of empirical support is the judgment
of whether equally plausible explanations exist for the
results, other than the one the author puts forth.
Counterarguments almost always exist, some more
reasonable than others, depending on how well the
study was designed. Skilled researchers anticipate
rival explanations and design a study in a way that
renders them less plausible. They demonstrate that
the effect is present only when the proposed cause is
present. If appropriate, they randomly assign
participants to groups and randomly assign groups to
treatments. Moreover, they expose participants to the
exact same procedures except for the independent
variable (i.e., the cause).
However, sometimes rival explanations turn up.
Alvero, Mangiapanello, and Valad (2019) faced one
when they investigated the effects of various
strategies for increasing student response rates to
SRI. They found, as hypothesized, that classes with
incentives (i.e., extra credit points) had significantly
higher response rates than those without.
Nonetheless, Alvero et al. acknowledged the
possibility that incentives may have biased the
sample by increasing responses mainly from lowperforming students (Nulty, 2008). However, they
then counterargued with evidence that response rates
within incentive groups did not differ by students’
course grades. Moreover, class average GPAs did not
differ among all four incentive groups. Thus the
authors acknowledged, but then competently
challenged, a rival explanation.
In contrast, MacNell, Driscoll, and Hunt (2014) left the
door open to one. The authors randomly assigned
students enrolled in an online introductory
anthropology/sociology course to one of four
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discussion sections, two taught by a male instructor
and two by a female instructor. For one of their two
sections (apparently not randomly determined), the
instructors falsely identified their gender, thereby
creating “actual gender” and “perceived gender”
conditions. Although no differences were found in
end-of-course evaluations between actual-male and
actual-female sections, the perceived-male section
was rated more highly on fairness, praise, and
promptness than was the perceived-female section.
This study was championed in an article in Inside
Higher Education under the headline “Students Give
Professors Better Evaluations if They Think They’re
Male” (Mulhere, 2014).
However, that conclusion may have been premature,
because MacNell et al. (2014) reported that “All
instructors were aware of the study being conducted
and cooperated fully” (p. 296). So, in other words, one
can assume that the instructors knew that in one
section they were identified as a person of the
opposite gender. As Krathwohl (2009) points out,
expectancy effects can occur if researchers
“inadvertently tip the scales in a variety of ways—
verbally (for example with encouragement and clues)
and nonverbally . . .” (p. 499). Notably, MacNell et
al.’s three dependent measures—instructor praise,
fairness, and promptness—could have certainly been
affected by expectancy, because the instructors might
have intentionally or unintentionally responded
differently on the discussion boards across their two
sections.
To counter research expectancy effects, and thereby
eliminate a rival explanation, MacNell et al. (2014)
could have used a double-blind procedure where
neither the instructors nor anyone analyzing the data
would have known which were the actual-gender and
perceived-gender sections, but they chose not to do
so. Although the authors reported that the instructors
behaved exactly the same way in each section—the
one for their actual and their perceived genders—they
provided no empirical evidence for that claim, which
they could have done through a content analysis of
the discussion boards.

Final Judgment: Credible Result
As readers, we must make a final judgment about the
credibility of a study based on our previous
assessments of internal validity. Are we convinced,
based on the conceptual and empirical evidence, that
there is a relationship between the variables
investigated? Did the research methods follow
logically from the research questions? Has a result
been convincingly demonstrated? Do the results align
with previous research? If not, is it possible that the
studies cited in the article may have had flaws?
Finally, have credible rival explanations been
eliminated? The bottom line is the degree of
confidence we have in the author’s interpretation of
the results.
Krathwohl’s Elements of External Validity
Krathwohl’s (2009) second criterion, external validity,
is the power of a study to reinforce generalization of
the findings. Krathwohl defines generalizing power in
this context as judgments about how well the study
connects the plausibility of a generalization claimed
with the replicability of its results. In line with
Campbell and Stanley’s original definition (1963),
readers should consider whether a study’s findings
can be reasonably applied to other settings and
populations. As with internal validity, external validity
is supported by five judgments, shown in Table 1,
which provide both conceptual and empirical
evidence. We next consider the decisions readers
must make about the credibility of such evidence as it
relates to external validity.

Conceptual Evidence
As with internal validity, the first element that bolsters
external validity is conceptual evidence, which, as
shown in Table 1, is reinforced by explanation
generality and translation generality.

Explanation Generality

Explanation generality is a judgment about whether
generalization of the explanation for the study, stated
or implied, is warranted. Almeida, Silva, and Mohring
(2019), for example, looked at the effects of
extraneous factors (e.g., student age and expected
grade) on SRI in a single business-management
course. Their rationale for the study was the premise
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that student feedback is important for maintaining the
competitiveness of a specific business-management
course and that feedback should accordingly be free
from bias. In discussing their study’s limitations, they
explicitly stated, “The scope of the study is limited to
one class . . . in management of the Business School
chosen for the study” (p. 10). Thus, their stated
generalization was consistent with what was implied
in the rationale and therefore seems warranted.
However, explanation generality attributed to a study
is not always so explicitly stated; it is either implied or
must be inferred. Such was the case in a study by
Young and colleagues (Young, Joines, Standish, &
Gallagher, 2018), who investigated whether response
rates to SRI would be higher in courses where
students were permitted to complete Web-based
ratings during class. Young et al. found that faculty
who simply allocated time in class for students to
complete the ratings saw, on average, a 29% increase
in response rates over the previous semester’s class.
Although the authors did not claim that their findings
applied to courses in other institutions, such
generalization seems reasonable given the simple
and effective nature of the intervention.
If readers are convinced of the credibility of the
generalization—claimed, implied, or inferred—they are
ready to form judgments about whether generalization
is appropriate based on how the study was carried
out—i.e., translation generality.

Translation Generality

Inferring generalization is always risky, but less so if
the circumstances of the study are representative of
the target population. Translation generality is a
judgment about whether elements of the study’s
design—participants, setting, treatment, measures,
procedures—are representative of the elements about
which the researcher intends to generalize. Krathwohl
(2009) recommends considering the following design
elements.

Research participants and setting. Are the
participants in the study and the setting in which it
occurred representative of those to which the
researcher intends to generalize? The more

information the authors provide, the easier it is to
answer that question. As a general rule, authors
should “describe the groups as specifically as
possible, with particular emphasis on characteristics
that may have bearing on the interpretation of
results” (APA, 2011, p. 29). For example, in a study of
the effects of professor age and gender on SRI,
Wilson, Beyer, and Monteiro (2014) recruited
undergraduate students enrolled in psychology
courses at a southeastern U.S. institution. The
authors appropriately reported the number of male
and female students and how many were enrolled at
the various class levels, as well as statistics on
student age. Although Wilson et al.’s sample was one
of convenience, it nonetheless comprised college
students enrolled in an actual course. Moreover, the
students completed online ratings in a manner that
was probably similar to that of most settings, thereby
supporting ecological validity (i.e., generalizability to
real-life situations).

Treatment. For experimental and quasi-experimental
designs, external validity is concerned with whether
the likely variation in treatment effects occurring in
the real world is represented. Wilson et al. (2014), for
example, randomly assigned undergraduate students
to one of four conditions that were identical save for
the pictures of teachers, who varied by gender and
age. However, because pictures of professors in the
Wilson et al. study varied on only two dimensions
each of gender (male, female) and age (young, old),
real-life variation in the treatment effect was not
represented. To maximize translation generality, the
researchers might have instead included a
representative variety of gender classifications
(including nonbinary) and age ranges.
Observations and measures. Are the selected
observations and measures representative of all
possible valid observations and measures? If other
measures had been used, would the results have
been the same, or was there something unique about
the ones selected? In truth, it is not uncommon for
researchers to opt for a single measure, one uniquely
designed for the study. In such cases, translation
generalization might arguably be limited to that
instrument. In contrast, Berk (2018) identified from
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the literature multiple sources of evidence that could
be used to measure teaching effectiveness, including
student end-of-course ratings, student midterm
feedback, student exit and alumni ratings, student
outcome measures, instructor self-ratings, teaching
scholarships and awards, peer classroom
observations, peer review of course materials,
external expert ratings, video classroom review,
teaching or course portfolio review, administrator
ratings, and employer ratings.

Time. Some generalizations from research findings

decay with the passage of time, especially if the
culture changes. For example, because of the
changing role of women in the workforce over the past
few decades, research on gender and student ratings
conducted prior to the 1980s may not necessarily
generalize to the present time. As another example,
the most pertinent findings from the Sohr-Preston et
al. study (2016) were tied to the “hotness” variable,
manipulated by the presence or absence of a chili
pepper, a symbol connected with current culture. With
the passage of time, that icon might not have the
same meaning for future generations.

Procedures. Sometimes unique or complicated
aspects of a study make it challenging to generalize
the results. For example, McDonnell and Dodd (2017)
asked undergraduate students to complete coursefeedback forms (CFFs) on four different occasions
during the semester: the 2nd, 6th, 11th, and 16th
weeks. After the completion of the first three CFFs,
the instructor went over the results in class, identified
strengths and weaknesses based on student
feedback, and made three changes in the class, as
voted on by students. After the instructor
implemented the changes, student responses to the
question of “How good is this instructor” were higher
on CFF 4 than for any of the previous CFFs, which
suggests that the improvements had an impact.
However, the multiple design elements in the study
could present a challenge to those wishing to apply it
to their own situations, thereby muddying
generalization.

Empirical Evidence
As with internal validity, empirical evidence reinforces
external validity, specifically through “demonstrated
generality” and the elimination of restrictive
explanations or conditions.

“Demonstrated Generality”
“Demonstrated generality” is present if the
generalization “appeared in all the instances of the
study in which it would be expected to do so and did
not where it shouldn’t” (Krathwohl, 2009, p. 180).
Krathwohl surrounds demonstrated generality with
quotation marks because it is logically impossible to
demonstrate generality in all instances where it
should apply. There will always be exceptions where
generality did not occur in a situation in which it
should have.
In the Sohr-Preston et al. study (2016), instructor
attractiveness influenced SRI in two situations in
which it was supposed to; however, the results were
contradictory. Whereas presence of the chili pepper
(i.e., high attractiveness) caused ratings of the bogus
professor to be lower on clarity, actual professors
whose students rated them highly on attractiveness
received higher ratings on clarity. Thus the effect
generalized across both instances, but in opposite
ways! The findings were thus equivocal and led to no
demonstrated generality regarding instructor clarity.
In contrast, Benton, Duchon, and Pallett (2013)
examined the relationship between individual
students’ ratings of progress on IDEA SRI learning
objectives and their performance on five exams in a
college course. The instructor identified two objectives
as relevant to the course and 10 as of minor or no
importance. The authors hypothesized that student
self-ratings of progress on course-relevant objectives
would correlate positively with performance on course
exams and the course total score but that ratings on
minor or unimportant objectives would not.
Correlations for progress on relevant objectives were
indeed positive for four out of five exams and the total
score, but those for minor or unimportant objectives
were negligible. Thus, generalization appeared in
most instances in which it was supposed to but not in
those in which it wasn’t.
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Restrictive Explanations (Conditions) Eliminated
Certain design conditions may place restrictions on
generalizing to the intended target population, such
as procedures that involve elements unlikely to be
carried out in the real world. Unless those restrictions
are eliminated, generalizations are best limited to
populations operating under those specific design
elements. Legg and Wilson (2012), for example,
investigated the effect of instructor touch on SRI. The
researchers deceived participating students by telling
them that the focus of the study was on pulse rate
and its relation to measures of student learning. Half
the students were then randomly assigned to a
condition in which the instructor described how to
take a pulse while demonstrating on the student’s
wrist (instructor-touch condition). The rest of the
students listened to the instructor’s directions and
then practiced on their own wrists (no-touch
condition). Following this, students viewed a video
lecture delivered by the instructor and then evaluated
the quality of the instructor’s performance. Those in
the instructor-touch condition assigned higher ratings
than did students in the no-touch group on excellence
of teaching, excellence of the lecture, instructor
motivation to do their best work, and positive
attitudes toward the instructor.
However, taking a student’s pulse may place
restrictions on generalization, because it is a design
element unlikely to occur in most college classrooms,
with the possible exception of health-related fields.
Legg and Wilson (2012) addressed this issue by
distinguishing between necessary and non-necessary
touch. Necessary touch requires tactile contact in
order to accomplish a task, such as teaching students
how to take their pulse. Non-necessary contact is
physical touching that expresses concern and
support, such as when an instructor touches a
student on the shoulder while helping to solve a math
problem. Legg and Wilson thus restricted their study’s
implications to situations involving necessary touch,
thereby correctly limiting generalization to such
conditions.

Final Judgment: Replicable Result
The final judgment about replicability depends, in
part, on the previous four judgments regarding
external validity. First, readers should ask whether the
specified or implied generalization seems reasonable.
Second, are elements of the study’s design
representative of those to which the researcher
intends to generalize? Third, has generalization been
demonstrated in instances where it should occur and
instances where it shouldn’t? Finally, have restrictive
explanations been eliminated? The bottom line is
whether the study’s findings are replicable. In
answering that question, one might imagine
conducting the study under varying conditions: with
different measures or instruments, participants of
different ages, a different proportion of student
gender representation, different instructors and
settings, different academic disciplines, and so forth.

Conclusion
Taken together, judgments about internal and
external validity build conceptual and empirical
support in the chain of reasoning that reinforces a
study’s credibility and generalization. The judgments
made about internal validity affect those made about
external validity. If the explanation for the study lacks
credibility, attempts to generalize are pointless. If the
translation of the hypotheses into design elements is
flawed, concerns about whether those elements are
similar to ones in the target population are irrelevant.
If no significant effect has been demonstrated, there
is no possibility of generalizing effects to similar
conditions. In addition, rival explanations that have
not been eliminated undermine the findings. Finally, if
there is no credible result, replication is unlikely. Such
criteria are useful for evaluating the findings reported
in quantitative SRI research. Before reaching a
conclusion about a study touted in the highereducation press, it is helpful to consider such criteria
when reading a primary source. Doing so will enable
one to judge whether claims made about the validity
and/or reliability of SRI are well-founded.
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